
BILLY for book lovers 
This is BILLY — our most versatile bookcase system! It can be the  
start of your own library, where your books are protected and you  
feel inspired to read. BILLY comes in several heights and widths, finishes 
and materials to suit all books and rooms. When your library grows, you 
can add extra shelves and height extension units to suit your needs.
 
Better and better, day by day
BILLY bookcase was born in 1979 and soon became a popular favourite. 
But, you should never take an old friend for granted, which is why we work 
constantly to improve the details and make the bookcase even better. Some 
improvements are hardly noticeable, while others you  
can see right away. 

Safety 
This furniture must be fixed 
to the wall with the enclosed 
wall fastener. 
Different wall materials 
require different types of  
hardware. Use hardware 
suitable for the walls in your 
home (not included). 
Tempered glass should 
be handled with care! 
A damaged edge or a 
scratched surface can  
cause the glass to break 
suddenly. However, only into 
small pieces, never  
into sharp fragments.

Requires assembly. 

BILLY

This is a reference guide created to better assist customers when purchasing products. While a high level of 
accuracy has been sought in its preparation, we cannot guarantee that there are no errors or omissions nor 
will we be bound by them. Availability may vary by store and prices are subject to change. Please see an IKEA 
co-worker or visit www.IKEA.ca for more information. 



Combinations
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Display your favourite books! Two bookcases may be all you 
need – or the perfect build on when your library grows. 
Overall size: 160×28×202 cm (63×11×79½˝)
This combination: 790.178.37

Glass doors keep your favourite items free from dust but still 
visible. Adjustable shelves; easy to adapt according 
to your needs. 
Overall size: 80×30×202 cm (31½×11¾×79½˝)
This combination: 490.178.29

Create your own unique library, varying in colour, choice of 
doors and number of shelves according to your taste and needs. 
You can display your favourite books in many ways, and even 
combine both glass doors and open shelves. With a height 
extension unit you can make the most of the space for practical 
storage. And there are glass doors available for height  
extension units, too. 
Overall size: 200×30×237 cm (78¾×11¾×93¼˝) 
This combination: 490.178.34

Panel/glass doors provide dust-free storage and let you hide or 
display your things. Adjustable shelves; easy to adapt according 
to your needs.
Overall size: 160×30×202 cm (63×11¾×79½˝)
This combination: 390.477.37

With BILLY corner fittings you can easily build a corner 
solution using the classic bookcase. Start by putting a 40 cm 
wide bookcase in the corner. The fittings will help you to put the 
shelves at the right angle and make the solution both tight and 
stable. With a height extension unit the wall surface is utilized 
maximally, while floor space is cleared. 
Overall size: 135/215×28×237 cm (53⅛/84⅝×11×93¼˝)
This combination: 590.178.38

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height.



All parts
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BILLY bookcase 40×106 cm.
40×28×106 cm (15¾×11×41¾˝). Max load/shelf 
15 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the wall with the 
enclosed wall fastener.

White 802.638.32

Black-brown 202.638.30

Birch veneer 702.845.28

BILLY bookcase 40×202 cm.
40×28×202 cm (15¾×11×79½˝). Max load/shelf 
15 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the wall with the 
enclosed wall fastener.

White 502.638.38

Black-brown 902.638.36

Birch veneer 302.797.84

BILLY bookcase 80×106 cm.
80×28×106 cm (31½×11×41¾˝). Max load/shelf 
30 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the wall with 
the enclosed wall fastener. For very heavy books we 
recommend the 40 cm wide bookcase.

White 302.638.44 

Black-brown 702.638.42

Birch veneer 802.797.86 

BILLY bookcase 80×202 cm.
80×28×202 cm (31½×11×79½˝). Max load/shelf 
30 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the wall with 
the enclosed wall fastener. For very heavy books we 
recommend the 40 cm wide bookcase.

White 002.638.50 

Black-brown 402.638.48

Birch veneer 402.797.88 

BILLY height extension unit 40×35 cm.
40×28×35 cm (15¾×11×13¾˝). Shelves sold separately. To 
be combined with BILLY bookcase 40×202 cm for added 
storage vertically. Min. ceiling height 240 cm.

White 902.638.60

Black-brown 502.638.62

Birch veneer 302.798.16 

BILLY height extension unit 80×35 cm.
80×28×35 cm (31½×11×13¾˝). Shelves sold separately. To 
be combined with BILLY bookcase 80×202 cm for added 
storage vertically. Min. ceiling height 240 cm.

White 402.638.53 

Black-brown 702.638.56

Birch veneer 502.798.15

BILLY bookcase with glass door 80x202 cm. 
80x30x202 cm (31 ½×11¾×79½”). Max load/shelf 30 kg. 
2 glass doors and 5 shelves included. This furniture must 
be secured to the wall with the enclosed wall anchoring 
device. Use fasteners suitable for the walls in your home.

Dark blue 203.238.05
Dark red 803.856.16
Gray metalic effect 004.156.03
Gray turquoise white oak veneer 404.662.66

BILLY extra shelf 36×26 cm.
36×26 cm (14⅛×10¼˝). Fits BILLY bookcase 40 cm wide and 
28 cm deep. Extra shelves give room for new things in your 
bookcase; add shelves as your storage needs change.

White 102.652.93

Black-brown 502.652.91

Birch veneer 502.798.01 

Glass 502.867.50

BILLY extra shelf 76×26 cm.
76×26 cm (30×10˝). Fits BILLY bookcase 80 cm wide and 
28 cm deep. Extra shelves give room for new things in your 
bookcase; add shelves as your storage needs change.

White 202.653.01

Black-brown 002.652.98

Birch veneer 602.798.05

Glass 102.867.52

OXBERG glass door 40×35 cm.
40×35 cm (15¾×13¾˝). Knob included. Can be used on the 
corner unit only if the shelf next to it has no doors. 

White 502.756.19

Black-brown 802.756.13 

Birch veneer 102.756.16

OXBERG door 40×97 cm.
40×97 cm (15¾×38¼˝). Knob included. Can be used on the 
corner unit only if the shelf next to it has no doors. 

White 502.755.96 

Black-brown 802.755.71

Birch veneer 202.755.50 

OXBERG glass door 40×192 cm.
40×192 cm (15¾×75⅞˝). Knob included. Can be used on 
the corner unit only if the shelf next to it has no doors. 

White 902.756.17

Black-brown 302.755.64

Birch veneer 002.756.07

OXBERG panel/glass door 40×192 cm.
40×192 cm (15¾×75⅞˝). Knob included. Can be used on 
the corner unit only if the shelf next to it has no doors. 

White 502.755.58

Black-brown 002.756.74

Birch veneer 902.756.22

MORLIDEN glass door aluminium. A white/black panel 
to be fitted behind the glass is included. Handle included. 
Add a personal touch to the door by inserting pictures or 
fabric, etc. between the glass and the panel. Can be used 
on the corner unit only if the shelf next to it has no doors.

40×97 cm (15¾×38¼˝) 302.797.55

40×192 cm (15¾×75⅞˝) 102.798.60

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height.
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BILLY corner fittings 2 pack. BILLY corner fittings make it 
easy to build storage in corners and keep the bookcases 
in place. Fits BILLY bookcase 40 cm wide.

Galvanized 401.041.09

TJENA storage box with lid 18×25×15 cm (9¾×7×6”). 

White 103.954.21
Black 603.954.85

TJENA storage box with lid 25×35×20 cm (9¾×13¾×7¾”). 

White 603.954.28
Black 303.954.77

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height.

We offer a range of services to help you with everything from putting it together to getting it home. Of course, the more you do it  
yourself, the lower the price will be. And the more we do it for you, the more you can sit back and relax!

Delivery service Click and Collect Assembly service  

Can’t take your furniture with you? 
We’ll bring it to your home 
or workplace.  

Your online purchases can be ready for 
pick-up on a day that’s convenient for you. 
Have access to all items available to  
purchase online at IKEA.ca. It’s easy:

1.    Buy your items online
2. Pre-select a date to collect 
  your order
3. Pick-up your purchase at an 
  IKEA store near you.

Sometimes it’s nice to have someone else  
to put your furniture together.  
We’re happy to do it for you. 

Talk to a co-worker or visit www.IKEA.ca/services for further details and pricing.

Services

TJENA magazine file, 2-p.

White 103.954.16
Black 003.954.74

KUGGIS, box with lid. White.

18×26×8 cm (7×10¼×3¼”) 202.802.07
26×35×8 cm (10¼×13¾×3¼”) 502.823.04


